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VIDEO POKER IN SOUTH CAROLINA

The Growth of Gambling
The rise of gambling in the late twentieth century is one of several waves of gambling
that have appeared in the United States as well as other countries over the last two centu
ries. In the immediate post-Revolutionary era, the United States relied heavily on lotteries
for financing public infrastructure. Lotteries remained a part of the scene until late in the
nineteenth century when scandal in the Louisiana lottery brought the use of lotteries to a
halt for 70 years. Other forms of legal gambling were less common. Casinos and legalized
gambling as a tourist attraction/state revenue source emerged in Nevada in the 1930s but
were picked up very slowly by only a handful of other states until recently. In 1976, as the
current gambling wave was beginning to gather steam, the Commission on the Review of
the National Policy Toward Gambling observed that
Gambling is inevitable. No matter what is said or done by advocates
or opponents of gambling in all its various forms, itis an activity that
is practiced, or tacitly endorsed, by a substantial majority of
Americans.i

~

With gross wagering exceeding $163 billion a year and gross revenues (or losses)
amounting to approximately 10 percent of that figure, gambling in America had become
big business by the 1980s. 2 Despite popular images of back room numbers games and
illegal sports betting, it is estimated that the majority of this business is legal; one source
estimated that only 17 percent of the market share was estimated to consist of illegal wa
gering.3
One significant form of commercial gambling throughout the United States is casino
gambling which has spread from only Nevada to Atlantic City, Indian reservations, Mis
sissippi, and riverboat-dockside gambling along the Ohio and Mississippi rivers. A sec
ond, relatively recent development, is the rapid spread of state lotteries from only New
Hampshire in 1964 to 37 states. Finally, a smaller number of states have permitted pari
mutuel betting on such events as horse races, dog races, and jai-alai.
In South Carolina, the only legal forms of gambling are bingo (with more stringent
regulations in the last year) and video gambling machines, which have become a major
political issue over recent years. A settlement with the Catawba Indians will permit bingo
on the reservation in York County, but that operation has not yet commenced.

The crest in the current wave of gambling has forced South Carolina, like other states,
to make some important policy choices. The November 1994 referendum in each county
on the question of video poker payouts has increased public interest in and awareness of
the prevalence of video gambling in South Carolina and some of the complex social and
economic questions surrounding this activity. This paper reviews the background of video
poker in South Carolina and explores the legal, social, and economic aspects of this issue.

Video Gambling
Most forms of gambling-dice, roulette, card games such as poker and blackjack, sports
betting, and numbers games or lotteries-have a long history, along with traditionally
"innocent" forms of gambling such as raffles, bingo, and carnival games. Even mechanical
devices such as slot machines have been around for almost a century. With the increase in
popularity of recreational video games, 12la ed in man households on ersonal comput
ers and Nintendo machines, as well as the rowth of amblin and lotteries in eneral, an
increasingly widespread acceptance of electronic forms of recreational gambling has
emerged.
Specifically, video gambling has evolved from two ancestors, the old fashioned pinball
game and the slot machine. Slot machine manufacturing companies have combined tradi
tional gambling card games and slot machines to produce the most popular casino games
to date. 4 These electronic gambling machines provide players with games of draw poker
or blackjack. Players put quarters in the machine to place a bet on whatever card hand
may appear. When the hand comes up, the player must decide which cards to keep and
which to discard in order to draw new cards, thus injecting a small element of skill. Win
ning hands are rewarded with coins, vouchers, tokens, or free plays, while losing hands
may prompt the player to put more quarters into the machine.

In most states, the payout is regulated, typically in the range of 80 percent to 95 per
cent. Actual payout is closer to 60 to 66 percent since most players replay a large percent
age of credits rather than cashing out. This ratio appears to be observed in South Carolina,
where industry data indicate that retained revenue amounts to 41 percent of gross wager
ing for a payout rate of 59 percent. Industr re resentatives in South Carolina oint out
!hat too low a payout ratio discourages customers and that there is some competition in
s~pplying mac~es, which.-e.I:ism:e.s...thati~ a out ratio is hi h enough to attract_players
?ut low enougn to ~ke video gambling profitable for vendo~
A parallel development to video gambling in South Carolina is an electronic form of
the state lottery called video keno in a number of other states, which features machine
dispensed lottery tickets and frequent drawings. Video keno or video lotteries have been
implemented in California, Kansas, Maryland, Massachusetts, Oregon, Rhode Island and
West Virginia. 5
Currently, seven states have legalized statewide video gambling in machines outside
casinos: South Dakota, Oregon, Montana, Louisiana, Rhode Island, West Virginia, and
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South Carolina. In two states, Rhode Island and West Virginia, video gambling is permit
ted only at racetracks. Mississippi permits statewide charitable video bingo, a related game.
Video gambling machines that pay off in coins or tokens are operated in casinos in Ne
vada and a limited number of specific locations in New Jersey, South Dakota and Colo
rado (the latter two strictly limit casino locations and maximum bets). In Illinois, Indiana,
Mississippi and Missouri, video gambling machines are operated only in casinos located
on river boats. While we have been able to obtain considerable information from gaming
commissions in other states that permit video poker, individuals in other states have little
awareness of legalized video poker in South Carolina, partly because of the absence of a
state gaming or lottery commission. 6
Legal Status of Video Poker in South Carolina

Video gambling with payoffs in free plays only became legal in South Carolina in 1975.
A 1991 court decision legalized payouts from video gambling machines, as long as the
payoffs were being made by operators and not the actual machine. Allowing owners to
"cash out" free plays led to a rapid spread of video poker machines throughout the state.
However, these free plays are worth only 5 cents per credit, while a credit is worth25 cents
for playing purposes. This legal requirement encourages people to replay rather than to
cash out. Regulations limit the amount of 12ayout to $125 to a sino-le la er within a 24,,.ko.ur period, bu:
ere are no controls over the amount of mone
eo le can ut into
...machines during a given time span.
At present, South Carolina has more than ~0,00Q machines, compared to 14,000 each in
Louisiana and Montana, .6,5..Q_0 in Oregon, and l .27Q in Rhode Island and 800 in West Vir
ginia, the two states where machines are only allowed at race tracks. In fiscal year 19921993, South Carolina issued licenses for 24,085 coin-operated machines, with an additional
3,632 machines licensed to operate on a seasonal basis. The number of machines operated
increased substantially compared to the 15,940 year-round and 597 seasonal machines li
censed in 1991-1992. However, restrictions on the number of machines perlocation and
other factors have led to a decline in South Carolina licenses issued in the 1993-94 fiscal
year to the current number of 20,221 (as of August 1, 1994).
Licenses are issued with limits on the number of machines per location. Since July 1,
1993, only eight machines have been permitted per location; in July 1994, the number of
machines per location dropped to five. Access is relatively uncontrolled, with video gam
bling machines located in a variety of outlets including convenience stores, gas stations,
restaurants and bars. Access is an important issue in other states, particularly restrictions
on access for minors. The smaller number of machines in all other states with video gam
bling is a result of a deliberate policy to control access to these machines in general, but
particularly access by minors.
Industry Revenue

There were 20,221 licensed machines as of August 1, 1994. Based on per-machine data
3

from South Dakota, the S.C. D~tment of Revenue has estimated that $1,206 passe~
through each machine per week, for a total of $1.26 billion a year, a figure widel uoted
!!: t e pr~ In us ry sources have challenged t 1s 1gure as too 1g . However, this fig
ure represents gross revenue (including replays), not net revenue (retained by the ma
chine after payouts). Gross revenue represents all money inserted in the machine, while
net revenue represents revenues retained in the machine after cash payouts. The latter
(smaller) figure represents actual expenditures on gambling. The Department of Revenue
estimated net revenue for 15,000 machines of $338 million. A simple projection to the cur
rent 20,221 machines yields a net revenue figure of $456 million.
Evidence from Other States

Data supplied by Montana, Oregon, and South Dakota indicate average weekly (net)
wagering per machine of about $550, $730, and $502 respectively.
Revenue estimates based on experience in other states must be used with caution,
since other states vary greatly in numbers of machines in total and in relation to popula
tion. One would expect a higher revenue per machine when fewer machines are available
in total or per resident. Table 1 shows the number of state residents per machine in the five
states with substantial numbers of machines outside of race tracks and casinos. However,
since South Carolina is in the middle of the distribution of residents per machine and has
the largest total number of machines of any state, the per machine revenue should be
toward the lower end of the range.
\Vhile South Carolina has a lower ratio of machines to residents than the tvvo thinly
populated, rural states of Montana and South Dakota, it has a considerably higher ratio of
machines to residents than the more comparably populated states of Louisiana and Or
egon. One would therefore expect greater revenue per machine in Louisiana and Oregon
and lower revenue per machine in Montana and South Dakota than in South Carolina. A
simple average of the data for the four states is $415 per machine per week. At that rate,

Table 1. Residents and Revenue from Video Gambling Machines, 1993-94

State

Louisiana
1v1ontana
Oregon
South Carolina
South Dakota

Number
Population Residents
Per Capita
per Machine Net Revenue
of Machines
1990

14,000
14,000
6,500
20,000
8,000

4,181,000
794,000
2,828,000
3,407,000
693,000
4

299
57
435
170
87

$163
$219
$731
$546

annual net revenue for South Carolina would be about $436 million.
Another factor that would influence revenue per machine is tourism, which provides
additional potential customers over and above in-state residents. States with more tour
ists should generate more revenue per machine than states of comparable size with simi
lar numbers of machines but fewer tourists. Direct data for number of visitors is not avail
able for all states, but figures on travel expenditures put South Carolina around the middle
of the five video poker states in the estimated ratio of tourists to residents.8 In addition,
these machines are more concentrated in the region of the state that draws fewer tourists
than the coastal counties which have relatively fewer video gambling machines. As a con
sequence, we did not make an adjustment for a tourism effect.
Evidence from Industry Sources

Data supplied by industry sources in South Carolina for about 3,000 machines (15
percent of the total) for the period January 1 to August 31, 1994, offer a more modest net
revenue figure of $225 per machine per week or $11,700 per year. Projecting that data for
the total number of machines in South Carolina gives net video poker revenue for the
state's 20,221 machines of about $237 million per year.
Estimating by Playing Time

The average video poker machine is probably accessible to patrons about 10 hours a
day, 6 days a week. Those located in convenience stores and gas stations may offer a few
more hours, while bars and most restaurants offer considerably fewer hours. Sunday play
is not permitted. The total number of machine hours available in South Carolina is about
63-mi.l.liQp. hours (60 x 52 weeks x 20,221 machines). Industry estimates would imply that
the average machine retained abm.1~per hour during its total time of availability, which
would range from idle time to the $Yoan hour we found could be lost in playing at a fairly
steady pace. The higher figure of $436 million based on other states would raise the take to
about $7 per machine per hour. The very high estimate of $1.26 billion would require net
revenue per machine of about $20 per hour.
The Need for Monitoring

This discussion of net revenue estimates ranging from $287 million to $436 million to
S456 million raises an important policy igsue. 'When we iilquired about revenue in the
other states with large numbers of video gambling machines, states were able to supply
precise data because machines are monitored. The present regulations in South Carolina
do riot permit the development of a more precise estimate of the amount of revenue gen
erated. Those revenue figures are an important aspect of the policy debate on both sides.
Per capita losses range from $82 to 5130 per year, figures which some find comfortably
low and others alarmingly high. If video gambling survives the November referenda,
monitoring revenues should be the next item on the agenda. Other states link these ma
chines to a central computer, and S.C. Department of Revenue officials are exploring the
5

technology needed to monitor video gambling in the future if it persists past the referen
dum.
State Revenue

Gambling from all sources within the state, even with substantial wagering, would
probably not exceed 5 percent of all state revenue, based on experience elsewhere. Lotter
ies generate the largest amount of state revenue per dollar wagered because the state
retains a larger share than private producers of gambling services such as casinos, bingo,
slot machines and video poker. Lotteries provide up to 4 percent of revenue in other states,
but the average is about 1.8 percent.
In ~outh Carolina, the only direct state revenue from vjdeo gamb)ing derives from
licenses. Video gambling generates about $30 million in l~nsing fees to the state of South
Carolina from a state fee of $1,500 per machine. Local governments are permitted to charge
an optional additional $150 per machine. Because it is a fee per machine, the revenue
generated is independent of the volume of play or net revenues. Most other states capture
revenue on the basis of volume rather than number of machines, although licensing is a
part of the revenue structure in other states such as Louisiana. That state's license fees
range from $1,100 to $10,000 per machine depending on location. In other states, where
video poker is more closely regulated, the revenue per machine is divided in fixed pro
portions between retailers and government (Oregon, South Dakota); state and local gov
ernment, retailers, vendors, and dog owners at the tracks where machines are located
(Rhode Island); per machine license fees plus allocation to racetracks, lottery commission,
county, expenses, breeders, and tourism promotion (West Virgii.'1ia); and license fees per
machine plus a 15 percent tax on net revenue after payouts (Montana). The license fees in
West Virginia are generally higher than in other states. Table 2 shows the state and local
revenue generated from video gambling in each state.
A fundamental difference beh-veen South Carolina and other states is that the fee in
South Carolina is a flat fee, while others add a payment that is a percentage of either gross
revenue or net revenue to the flat fee per machine (some states use only a percentage and
no flat fee). Table 3 lists the rates for the other six states with video gambling.
Regulatory Background

The South Carolina constitution addresses gambling in broad terms, but it does spe
cifically forbid "~y lottery as against good public polic ." Statutory law also forbid:~gam
bJing in the broad sense. The South Carolina code of laws forbids:" ... (a) any game with
cards or dice, (b) ~nv gaming table ... (c) any roley-poley table, (d) rouge et noir, (e) anv
--.. ,_ faro bank and (f) any other table or bank of The same or the like kind ...." 9
However, when the Legislature enacted these laws, as inclusive as the list may have
seemed at the time, it did not address the unanticipated advance of the computer age and
its application to new forms of gambling. In the mid 1970s, after much lobbying by coin
6
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Table 2. State and Local Revenues from Video Gambling, 1993-94

State

Number
of Machines

Louisiana*
14,000
Montana**
14,000
West Virginia
800
Rhode Island
1,260
Oregon**
6,500
South Carolina-8/1/94*** 20,211

State & Local
Revenue

$ 75,000,000
30,000,000
4,600,000
13,000,000
117,053,000
30,332,000

Revenue
per Machine

$ 7,143
2,142
5,750
1,031
18,008
1,500

* Local revenue of $25 million plus an optional $50 local per machine fee are included in the
revenue figures.
** Combined state, county, and city revenue are included in revenue figures .
*** Optional local fee is not included in revenue figures .

Table 3. State Video Poker Gambling Machine Fees, 1994

State

Percentage Fee

Louisiana
22.5% net revenue
Montana
15% of gross
Oregon
56.5% of net revenue
Rhode Island 38% of net+ 1% to municipality
South Dakota
36% of net revenue
West Virginia
20% of net to state

License Fee(s) per Machine

variable, $1,100-$10,000
$200-$1,000
$100
$100-$20,000

operated machine distributors, the legislature passed the following statute:
Nothing (in existing gambling statutes) shall extend to coin operated
nonpayout machines with a free play feature; provided, that nothing
herein shall authorize the licensing, possession or operation of any
machine which disburses money or property to the player. 10
This statute made video gambling with payoffs in free plays legal in South Carolina in
1975. However, video poker did not proliferate until a 1991 court decision allowing own
ers to "cash out" free plays, thus expanding the payoff potential for gamblers. ThatS.C.
Supreme Court ruling legalized payouts from video gambling machines, as long as they
were being made by operators and not the actual machine. As a result of that ruling, and
7

in the absence of any established gambling regulatory body, the South Carolina legis
lature was forced to address the issue once again. The result was Act 164, Part 2, Section 9
of South Carolina House Bill 3610. This act, which became effective in March 1993, sub
stantially changed the rules under which video gambling machines are operated in the
state. Some of the more substantive regu~atory changes were:
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

Each machine must have a meter to keep record of all money, credits, and refunds
taken and given by that machine.
Cash payouts are limited to $125 per player per location per day, with each free
game being worth five cents.
Only eight machines are allowed per location from July 1, 1993 through July 1,
1994. After July 1, 1994, the number of machines per location must be decreased to
five. Any machines which are licensed for 2 years prior to July 1, 1993 will be al
lowed to operate with no more than eight machines until July 1, 1995.
All machines licensed between July 1, 1993 and June 30,1995 are subject to an addi
tional one-time fee of $500, for monitoring purposes, to help defray costs of admin
istrative requirements of the law.
In the 1994 general election, voters will be asked to decide if cash payoffs from
video gambling will be allowed in their county, after June 30,1995. Additional ref
erenda may be held by counties in subsequent general elections. Prorated refunds
will be issued to all operators of licensed machines in counties where payoffs have
been rejected.
No machine will be licensed in a location where the primary source of income is
from video gambling.
No person under the age of 21 may receive cash payouts.
No machine can be operated between midnight Saturday and 6 a.m. Monday. 11

With the new legislation in place has come a flood of controversy over the legality and
fairness of this new regulation. It was expected the 1993 legislation as outlined above
would have the effect of dramatically dropping the number of machines operated. In fact,
the number of machines did drop by about 15 percent over the next yea1~ but some of that
decline was due to the new regulation limiting the number of machines per locatio-:1. Ma
chine owners are complaining that video gambling may become a losing venture because
of excessively strict regulations and enforcement. According to the South Carolina Coin
Operators Association, play is off by 50 percent because of new regulations that limit win
nings to $125 per day and require operators to record all winners' Social Security num
bers, names, ages and addresses.
The Department of Revenue has attempted to enforce the law with statewide checks of
video gambling establishments. One check in July 1993 turned up 63 violations, resulting
in $185,000 in fines .12 During that check, approximately one-third of the state 6,000 video
gambling sites were visited, with over 8,000 machines inspected. Most violations were for
unlicensed machines or for having too many machines. However, according to Depart
ment of Revenue officials, none of the violations were flagrant or criminal.
8

In August 1993, a federal judge made a preliminary finding that the state's attempt to
regulate video gambling was probably unconstitutional. 13 However, in a ruling in No
vember of 1993, the judge upheld all but one part of the law. In that ruling, he ruled against
the requirement for businesses to earn a "substantial" portion of their income from sources
other than video gambling. In addition, that same judge, almost one year later, declined to
review the constitutionality of the law, although citing a "disturbing pattern of inconsis
tent enforcement" in the state's video poker law. 14 Judge G. Ross Anderson agreed with
machine owners and operators that enforcement of the law was inconsistent, but said that
federal intervention would be "premature."
As the controversy continues, the law currently still stands in a form close to the origi
nal. It is apparent that there will be continued pressure, including legal maneuvering, by
operators and owners for further review of the law and its intended meaning. Finally,
with a referendum in each county on the November 1994 election ballot, many of these
issues may become irrelevant if voters decide not to allow gambling machines in their
counties.
None of the other states with video gambling has chosen a local option route. How
ever, many of them have other regulations designed to control access or to regulate payout
and monitor revenue. In Louisiana, the state regulates access to anyone under 18; licenses
can be revoked for violation. All devices are connected to a central computer which moni
tors all pay-ins, payouts, and profit in order to determine additional tax liability and en
sure a payout rate ranging from 84 percent to 92 percent. In Montana, a licensee must have
a liquor license in order to apply for a gaming license, which means that for all practical
purposes, machines are located in bars. Since it is legal to play at 18 and drink at 21, there
are problems of having people in bars to play video poker who are too young to drink.
The state tests all machines to ensure a payout rate of 80 percent and to determine the
revenue liability to the state. Oregon requires a pay-out rate averaging 60 to 66 percent
Machines are located only in places where access is limited to those over age 21, such as
bars, taverns, lounges, and fraternal organizations, and in a separate room, at some bowl
ing alleys. \Vest Virginia and Rhode Island limit video gambling to racetracks with regu
lated payouts (82 to 95 percent in West Virginia, 92 to 96 percent in Rhode Island). Li
censes are subject to revocation if minors are found to be playing the machines.
Video Gambling and Economic Development

A number of states, most notably Nevada and more recently New Jersey (Atlantic
City) and Mississippi have regarded various kinds of gambling not merely as a source of
public revenue but as an industry with development potential, resulting in direct employ
ment opportunities as well as jobs and income in allied industries such as restaurants,
motels, and transport services. Certainly the accounts of the Pequot reservation casino in
Connecticut and similar although more modest successes of tribal gambling in other states
such as Minnesota and New York seem to suggest that gambling can create a significant
number of jobs, income, and public revenue. Some South Carolinians have expressed an
interest in casino gambling as part of a package of tourist attractions at some locations.
9

Video gambling is no small industry, as indicated by plausible net revenue estimates in
the range of $237 million to $456 million per year.
The relationship of video gambling, or gambling in general, to economic development,
income, and jobs has been a source of considerable confusion. There are valid reasons to
question gambling as an economic development strategy, but many of the concerns are
misplaced. A frequently heard comment is that a dollar gambled is a dollar lost, as op
posed to a dollar spent on bread, a car wash, or other goods or services. This observation
confuses a subjective judgment about appropriate objects of expenditure with the eco
nomic effects of such purchases. The social effects of gambling, such as addiction, are
discussed in the next section. Here we are focused on the economic impact of video poker
as an industry.
A dollar spent on video poker (or other gambling) is not inherently different from a
dollar spent on any other good or service. Some of the revenue goes to the machine owner
(about half of net after license fees, according to industry sources), who uses it to pay
expenses and makes a profit which is spent on other goods and services. Some of the
revenue (the other half) goes to the bar, restaurant, quick stop, gas station or other estab
lishment housing up to eight machines. The net proceeds are used to pay employees and
other expenses. Some of it accrues as profit to the owner of the host business, who like the
video poker machine owners, in turn spends it on other goods and services. In this re
spect, spending on video poker is no different in its impact from renting a video, pumping
gasoline into your car, or ordering a pizza.
Any new industry, from hazardous waste disposal to BMW, has similar effects on the
economy. The difference between industries in terms of simple economic impact comes
from four important concerns. The first is the ability to export, to sell to people outside the
community and bring in dollars which then support other local industries and firms and
allow members of the community to make purchases from outside. The second, closely
related concern, is the amount of the spending retained in the local community and the
amount that "leaks" out of the economy to other areas or the amount of outside spending
that the industry attracts into the state, county, or local community. The third is the num
ber and quality of jobs created in the process. The fourth relates to the stability and poten
tial future growth of the industry.
Every community needs some export industries-suppliers of goods and services who
sell to outsiders and bring money into the community to generate jobs and income. For
Nevada, gambling is a major export industry; most of the visitors to Las Vegas are from
out of state and support a gambling industry that generates 45 percent of state revenues.
A large share of Georgia's lottery tickets are sold to people from out of state, particularly
South Carolinians.
Video poker operators, especially those in tourist destinations, along major highways
or near state lines, argue that they bring in dollars and customers from out of state and
thus constitute a small but profitable export industry for certain communities. Like any
10

other expenditure, video poker dollars generated from outside the community have a
multiplier effect on the local economy, generating another two dollars to $2.50 in other
spending for every dollar spent on video poker. If all the revenue from video gambling in
South Carolina came from out of state, it would represent an industry with (including
multiplier effects) a total impact of between $500 million (lower multiplier, lowest net
revenue estimate) to $1.1 billion (higher multiplier, highest estimate). The actual impact is
probably much more modest. It is unlikely that the export of video gambling accounts for
any higher share of the revenue than the export share of the Georgia lottery, which is
about 25 percent. The concentration of video machines along I-85 suggests that there is in
fact an export effect. A 25 percent ratio would reduce the impact of video poker on the
economy to somewhere between $125 million (lower bound) and $285 million (upper
bound) with a likely effect on the order of $200 million.
The second issue has to do with the extent to which any dollars flowing in or spent by
locals are respent within the community. If dollars would otherwise be spent on local
services with a higher retention rate, gambling is less desirable. To the extent the money
would otherwise be spent on local services with a higher retention rate, gambling is more
desirable. For example, day care would keep more of the revenue in the local community,
while a car dealership might ship a large share of the proceeds to Detroit (or Japan or
Greer). For a local community, about half the proceeds are retained locally, while the other
half go to the owners of the machines. Many but not all of the machine owners are in
South Carolina, so a substantial share of the total proceeds remain within the state, even if
not always within the local communities where machines are located.
As an aside, industry sources claim that a number of machines, at least in the upstate,
are located in small retail establishments where the revenue from the machines may make
the difference between staying open to provide other services and closing down. There is
no way of evaluating this claim in terms of dollars, jobs, or establishments retained as a
result of providing an additional service at the local convenience store or gas station.
Em lo ment effects of video gambli~_a re rela~ively modest compared to many other
ii..l,d ustries and even compared to some other forms ·
blin . The machines require
v-ery limited service and supervision, so they generate relatively few jobs and jobs with
v
limited skills and modest wages. In contrast, casino gambling generates construction
jobs initially, more opportunities for dealers and other direct casino workers, and jobs in
hotels, restaurants, and transportation because it tends to reach a critical mass that does
not occur with isolated video poker machines. In general, video gambling has more eco
nomic development potential as a part of an overall gambling establishment at' specific
tourist destinations, where it may be complementary to other tourist recreation activities
and attractions and will have the effect of creating more secondary jobs providing ser
vices for tourists in these locations.
An important economic development issue relating to video gambling, or gambling in
general, is the issue of stability and growth. The popularity of gambling waxes and wanes
rather quickly and unpredictably. A large investment in gambling, such as has occurred in
11

Atlantic City, Mississippi, and on Indian reservations in Connecticut and Minnesota, could
result in a boom and bust cycle as interest in gambling wanes or as gamblers move on to
new sites in an increasingly competitive environment. A related risk is increased govern
ment dependence on revenues from gambling; if the industry declines, governments may
be tempted to relax regulations or permit additional forms of gambling in order to main
tain revenue. These risks, however, apply less to an industry spread thinly across the state
with relatively little investment in fixed buildings and equipment like video poker than to
the concentrated casino establishments being fostered in other states.
A final issue relating to gambling and the economy is the issue of illegal gambling and
the influence of organized crime ir both legal and illegal gambling. Illegal gambling is
considered undesirable because it evades regulations intended to prevent consumer fraud,
makes it difficult to restrict access by minors, and generates no public revenue-three
major goals of public regulation.
Illegal betting (mostly bookmaking on sports events and numbers games) is estimated
to account for only about 17 percent of total gambling in the United States. 15 There is no
clear consensus on whether legalized gambling, subject to state regulation, displaces ille
gal gambling or encourages gambling which also spreads over to illegal forms. Casino
gambling appears to attract more organized crime than other kinds of gambling, such as
bingo, video poker, betting at race tracks, or state lotteries. Charges have been made that
organized crime has made inroads into controlling Indian reservation gaming in some
states. This issue has received little attention in South Carolina and is probably more rel
evant to proposals to pem1it casino gambling than to the video poker issue.
Socioeconomic Aspects of Gambling
Video gambling raises some difficult issues concerning social and economic costs of
this multimillion dollar industry. There are three major objections to gambling from a
ocial standpoint that must be taken into consideration. The first is the role of the state in
:eermitting, regulating, or encour~ng gambling. The second is the problem of a_ddict1ori.
The third is the im act on the f>OOr.
From Permission to Encouragement
One of the issues that has received increased attention as state lotteries have spread
from state to state is the fine lines that lie between permission, approval, and encourage
ment of gambling. Allowing limited small scale gambling, such as charitable bingo, with
out generating any significant amount of state revem;e amounts to permission. Broaden
ing the array of gambling options and raising somewhat more state revenue while care
fully regulating access and providing protection against consumer fraud moves some
what beyond permission to approval. When state lotteries begin heavily advertising on
television and billboards and developing new games to increase lagging sales and in
crease revenue, the state begins to cross the lines from approval to encouragement.
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In the case of video gambling, South Carolina has not clearly defined a stand between
these three degrees of accep tance of gambling. The fact tha t the state has more machines
than any other state and that access is relatively uncontrolled suggests approval, but the
limitation of forms of gambling to only two (charitable bin go and video poker) and the
limited amount of revenue derived suggests a more reserved attitude closer to permis
sion. The increased restrictions on video poker suggest that the attitude is at most grudg
ing permission.

Addiction
Accor mg o psychologists, gambling behaviors fall along a continuum from causal or
occasional to habitual through obsessive or compulsive, with a small segment of the popu
lation that finds no appeal in gambling and another, larger group that finds it objectionable
on religious or moral grounds. 16 Some types of gambling are more skill based, others more
repetitive; some lend themselves to social participation (bingo, poker) while others are
played in isolation. The percentage of :, ~ation that is es i ate to be com ul~ive or
obsessive gamblers was estimated aJ. 1.2 to 1. ercent in a South Dakota study. 7 States
that have instituted either lotteries or casino gambling generally set aside funds to deal
with problems caused by compulsive gambling, but there is still widespread concern that
greater availability of gambling combined with state sanctions for this activit:· may in
crease the incidence of compulsive gambling.
18
ccording to the Wall Str
••
creates some adult addicts who
will amb until the are br
and in debt. Moreover women, who rare
ecame compulsive gamblers in the past, are more likel to become addicted to this less intimidating
orm o am ina. Vi eo mblin has been described b some critics as the "crack" of
gambling because of its low cost and because it is ve~bit forming_jgr. me ayers. 1~
This risk is higher when, as in South Carolina, access is relatively widespread and uncon
trolled. Video gambling machines are located in a variety of outlets including convenience
1
"
'
stores, gas stations, restaurants and bars. (
0
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The third concern about state-sanctioned gambling is the well documented evidence
that gambling is more prevalent among lower in come households. Studies bv the Com
pulsive Gambling Center found that the typical gambler is 11ot the 1mctdle~aged, middle
@_s white male, but 1s ~ore likely to be lower mcome, younger, and nonwhite. Vvrhile
certain kinds of gambling appeal more to fogher mcome mdividuals,-particularly casino
and cruise gambling, other forms appeal more to lower income groups- lotteries, bingo,
and video poker. In South Carolina, the tv ical regular video poker pla rer has a low in
come
ucation evel and in some areas, 1s more 1 e y o e emale.20 According to a
survey of video gamb mg con uc e
e . . epartment of ommerce, the "over
whelming majority" of video gamblers in Columbia have incomes of less than $20,000 a
year. Clearly, the industry is aware of where its potential patrons are; in 1993, 170 of the
299 video gambling machines in 88 locations in Greenville were located in low income,
~
mainl minority, neighborhoods.
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There is honest disagreement among citizens about the degree to which we want the
government to protect adults from themselves. While gambling may cross the boundary
from harmless recreation to foolishness to compulsion, it lacks some of the hazards to the
brain, the lungs, and the heart from other kinds of addictions such as alcohol, cigarettes
and illegal drugs. Gambling is addictive to a small minority while it constitutes harmless
recreation to others. There tends to be more concern among citizens when the state steps
beyond permission to approval or encouragement of gambling for revenue reasons, be
cause it appears to be endorsing what amounts to a regressive tax on the poor. This prob
iem is particularly an issue in state lotteries; critics of the Georgia lottery called attention
to the disproportionate number of lottery outlets located in low income neighborhoods.
There are steps that can be taken to mitigate the impact of gambling on the poor. Ac
cess can be restricted. Public sector revenues from gambling can be earmarked for pro
grams disproportionately benefiting the poor. Educational programs can discourage gam
bling among the poor. But the best that these steps can do is to mitigate the tendency for
gambling losses to be more concentrated among the poor. The regulatory step that would
most limit impact on the poor by only permitting the kinds of higher stakes, higher skill
gambling that appeals more to middle and upper income households would rule out the
most popular forms of gambling: lotteries, bingo, and video poker. Few states have been
willing to take that step.
Policy Options for Revenue and Social Control

The issues surrounding gambling regulation, including video poker but also relevant
to pari-mutuel betting, casinos, state lotteries, bingo, cruise gambling, and gambling on
Indian reservations are very similar to the issues surrounding state regulation of alcohoiic
beverages. Both are potentially addictive. Both are also appropriate when used in mod
erc).tion. The vast majority of gamblers are recreational gamblers, just as the vast majority
of drinkers are social or occasional drinkers. A recent survey in Georgia found that 85
percent of lottery players in the state spend five dollars a week or less. The state has an
interest in both drinking and gambling in order to exert social control over a potentially
destructive activity, limit access to minors, and generate revenue.
The array of products and the options available to the state are also similar for both
alcoholic beverages and gambling. Alcohol comes in beer, wine, and spirits, in packages
and by the drink. Gambling comes in slot machines, casino games, video poker, off-track
and pari-mutuel betting, betting on sports events, lotteries, bingo, and numbers games.
The state in both cases has the following choices available:
1. prohibition (there are no dry states, but many dry counties, an option about to be

2.
3.
4.
5.

tested for video poker);
establishing a state monopoly (state liquor stores, state-run lottery);
allowing unregulated private suppliers to provide services;
regulating private suppliers;
state-run vendors coexisting with private vendors, and
14

6. uniform statewide regulation or local option.
Within these options, the state may treat all products uniformly or discriminate among
them. The state may derive revenue from its own monopoly operation or from taxes and/
or licenses on private suppliers. The revenue may be earmarked for specific services, go
into the general fund, or accrue partly or totally to local governments. These are the kinds
of choices that have been made in the 37 states with lotteries and in these and other states
that have moved into regulated casino gambling, pari-mutuel betting, video poker, and
other gambling options.
Thus far, South Carolina has finessed many of these hard choices by limiting the forms
of gambling while providing oversight to control access, regulate payouts, or use gam
bling to generate significant state revenues. The one unusual step that has been taken is to
create a local option for one of the two forms of legal gambling,. video poker.
Referenda by their very nature do not allow a full expression of public opinion, be
cause they pose yes or no, either-or options to be voted up or down. The video poker
referendum is a start at giving some hard thought to how we deal with gambling in South
Carolina, but whether it passes in no counties, a few counties, a majority, or even most
counties, the referendwn is only a beginning. Gambling is real in South Carolina.~
S:amljnians need to take sUli!.Id look at the experience of other states and develop a consis-_
tP
lie toward the various kinds of gambling that addresses the issues of access, 2.d_9-iction,._garn.bl
a th
and )ublic revenue.
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